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Abstract
Background: Investigation of polyethylene liner movement in total hip arthroplasty requires bead-marking for
radiographic visibility of the liner. However, occlusion of markers poses a challenge for marker registration in
radiographs.
Methods: The polyethylene of a dual mobility acetabular system was marked with twelve 1-mm tantalum markers
(four groups of three markers) using a custom-made drill guide. Liner motion in a phantom and a patient was
investigated with dynamic radiostereometry analysis (dRSA) at 1-year follow-up and static radiostereometry analysis
(sRSA) postoperatively and at 1- and 2-year follow-up. A combined marker configuration (CMC) model was
calculated from the registered positions of the liner markers and the femoral head in several images. Furthermore,
the CMC model and the theoretic marker positions from computer-assisted models of the drill guide were
combined in a hybrid model.
Results: The CMC model included eleven markers in the phantom and nine markers in the patient, which was
sufficient for dRSA. Liner movement in the phantom followed liner contact with the femoral neck, while liner
movement in the patient was independent. The hybrid model was necessary to determine liner orientation in sRSA
recordings, which clearly changed from postoperative to 1- and 2-year follow-up even though the patient was
positioned similarly.
Conclusion: Polyethylene liner motion in dual mobility hip prosthesis can be assessed with CMC models in dRSA
recordings. In sRSA, the liner position between follow-ups is unpredictable and analysis requires inclusion of all
markers in the model, accomplished with a hybrid marker model.
Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov [NCT02301182], 25 October 2015.
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Key points
 The occluded marker problem can be solved using a

combined marker configuration model.
 Combination of marker data from multiple

radiostereometry recordings improves analysis.
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markers and had the highest probability of precise assessment of PE liner kinematics.
The purpose of the study was to generate and test a
CMC model and a hybrid model for the assessment of
PE liner motion with dynamic and static RSA in a phantom and a patient.

 Combination of measured and theoretic marker data

further improves analysis.

Background
Recurrent dislocation is one of the most common reasons for revision of total hip replacement [1]. The dual
mobility acetabular system is designed to reduce dislocation rate by providing increased jump distance, increased
range of motion and reduced risk of impingement [2]. It
has a mobile polyethylene (PE) liner that articulates with
respect to both the outer metal shell and the femoral
head. The movements of the liner have been investigated
experimentally and in a retrieval study but no clinical assessment of dual mobility liner kinematics in patients
have been performed. This is because radiographic imaging methods are challenged by PE liner radiolucency,
liner symmetry and liner occlusion by metal components, bone and soft tissue [3, 4].
Dynamic radiostereometric analysis (RSA) is an accurate stereoradiography method that records several radiograph pairs (frames) per second. The method allows for
kinematic analysis of joints by use of bone models, implant models and marker models of tantalum markers
inserted in the bones [5–9]. Formerly, dynamic RSA has
been used to investigate native hip joint and total hip
arthroplasty kinematics and pathomechanics, while static
RSA has been used to measure polyethylene liner wear
in single mobility total hip arthroplasty by insertion of
tantalum markers in the PE [10, 11].
When tantalum markers are inserted in a dual mobility PE liner, the three-dimensional position for each
marker can be calculated with RSA when the marker is
visible in the radiographic image pair. This may allow
for kinematic analysis of the PE liner using dynamic
RSA. However, when one of the two projections of a
marker is not visible in the radiographic image pair, the
three-dimensional position of that marker cannot be calculated (Fig. 1). A marker configuration model does not
need all markers projected on both radiographs [8]. By
combining information on marker positions from multiple RSA frames into a combined marker configuration
(CMC) model, we aimed to build the most complete
marker configuration model for the individual patient to
solve the problem of marker occlusion and marker/liner
position change during motion. By subsequently expanding the CMC model with theoretical marker positions,
we aimed to create a hybrid model that included all liner

Methods
The study used a phantom set-up for method development and evaluated the CMC and hybrid models in a female patient (65 years old, with body mass index 32.6).
The patient was recruited from a randomised clinical
trial (Clinical Trial NCT02301182) and had consented
orally and in writing to study participation. The Helsinki
II declaration was followed [12].
Implants and surgery

The Anatomic Dual Mobility Restoration acetabular system (Stryker, Warsaw, Mazovia, Poland) with a mobile
liner made of X3 highly cross-linked PE (Stryker,
Warsaw, Mazovia, Poland) and a ceramic size 28-mm
femoral head was used in both the phantom and the patient. The hip stems were a Bi-Metric size 7 (Biomet,
Warsaw, IN, USA) in the phantom and Accolade II
(Stryker, Warsaw, Mazovia, Poland) size 4 in the patient.
Cup/liner 56-mm size was used in the phantom and 50mm size was used in the patient. An experienced hip
surgeon inserted the components into the Sawbone hip
(No 1301-165-1, Sawbones, WA, USA) and also the patient by use of a posterolateral approach.
Insertion of markers in the polyethylene

Twelve 1-mm tantalum markers (X-medics, Frederiksberg, Denmark) were placed centralised in the PE wall of
the mobile liners in four groups of three markers by use
of a custom-made drill guide, specific for each liner size
(Figs. 1 and 2). In three of the four marker groups, one
specific marker was placed 1.5 mm deeper than the other
two markers, which provided a recognisable and unique
pattern for each marker group.
Radiostereometric recordings

The RSA recordings were obtained using the AdoraRSA
Suite (Nordic X-ray Technique, Hasselager, Aarhus,
Denmark) consisting of two ceiling fixed x-ray tubes angled
40° on each other. For static RSA, two static digital detectors
(CXDI-70C, Canon, Tokyo, Japan) were mounted below a
calibration box (cb24, Medis Specials, Leiden, The
Netherlands) for direct anterior/posterior recording (Fig. 3a).
For dynamic RSA, two dynamic digital detectors
(CXDI-50RF, Canon, Tokyo, Japan) were mounted
below a calibration box (cb14, Medis Specials, Leiden,
The Netherlands) and recorded five images per second.
From the projection of the calibration box markers, the
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Fig. 1 The occlusion of liner markers by the shell and the head/neck/stem (only the left radiostereometric analysis image frame is shown). Despite a high
number of markers in the liner (n = 12) (a), they tend to be occluded by the head/neck (b) and cup (c) in RSA recordings. Marker information can be used as a
simple marker model (green markers) (d), a combined marker configuration model (e) that merges marker information from several recordings (blue markers) or a
hybrid model (f) that adds the theoretic marker positions (red markers) from the computer-assisted drawings of the drill guide used to insert the
tantalum markers

Fig. 2 A customised tool with a drill guide for inserting markers in the individual liner sizes of the system was developed (left) and machined in
stainless steel (right). Three markers with increased depth ensured distinctive marker groups
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Fig. 3 Radiostereometric analysis set-up with a direct anteroposterior angle for static recordings (a) and a 45-degree recording angle (b) for dynamic
recordings in order to obtain an optimal view of the polyethylene liner

Fig. 4 Liner rotation and stem rotation of the phantom (a) and patient (b). Dashed lines show stem movements as indicated by the pictogram.
In the phantom, liner movement (solid lines) occurs in the end range of modified FABER motion (at 4 and 12 s) and of modified FADIF motion
(at 8 s) when the liner/neck angle (black) approaches 36.6° (solid red). In the patient, liner movement occurs in the end range of modified FABER
motion (at 4 s) without the liner/neck angle approaching 36.6°
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foci position can be calculated, which enables projection
of the hip implant and markers and comparison of implant component positions. The set-up allowed for a 45degree angle on the hip joint in the cranial/caudal and
anterior/posterior x-ray direction for optimal view (less
marker occlusion) of the PE liner in the dual mobility
cup (Fig. 3b). Soft tissue equivalence in terms of a 10-cm
polymethyl methacrylate plate was placed in the recording area of the hip phantom during dynamic RSA recordings [13]. The hip was flexed to 45° and kept there
while being moved in abduction/external rotation and
adduction/internal rotation. This modified FADIR/
FABER movement was performed passively to end-range
position (Fig. 4). The dynamic RSA recordings were captured using 140 kVp and 8 mAs for the phantom and
130 kV and 8 mAs for the patient.
Combined marker configuration model

Marker configuration model-based RSA [8] requires a
marker configuration model that describes the positions
of the markers in the rigid body relative to each other.
By fitting this model to its projections in the RSA radiographs, the position and orientation of the model are
calculated, similar to model-based RSA [8, 14]. Such a
model is created from one RSA frame, in which all
markers are visible in both projections, using conventional RSA [8]. The method handles the occluded
marker problem, but requires that all the model markers
are projected on both RSA images in one RSA frame [8].
The combined marker configuration model (CMC
model) builds on the same principles, but combines the
marker positions and the position of the femoral head
from more than one RSA frame in the model.
Combining two or more RSA frames requires at least
three overlapping markers in the image pairs. By using
the femoral head as one common marker in the marker
model, the minimum number of overlapping markers
needed for combining RSA frames is reduced to two.
For the phantom, only dynamic RSA frames were used
to generate the CMC model. For the patient, dynamic
hip RSA frames were combined with standard supine
static hip RSA recordings to generate a CMC model
with a sufficient number of representative markers.
For creating the CMC model, the detected markers of
all frames were aligned using the migration function of
the mbRSA software (version 4.2, RSAcore, Leiden, The
Netherlands). For both the phantom and the patient, the
three-dimensional marker coordinates were exported
and the mean marker positions were calculated using a
custom-made program in MatLab (version 2019b, The
MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA). To evaluate the dispersion of markers contributing to the CMC model, we
used the standard deviation of the aligned marker positions [15].
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Hybrid marker model

A hybrid model was created by combining the marker
registrations in the mean CMC model and the theoretic
marker positions known from the computer-assisted
drawings of the drill guide. The theoretic marker positions were aligned with the mean CMC model to add
more information to the model and to be able to detect
the specific four marker groups in the liner for precise
registration of liner rotation. The hybrid model was used
for detecting liner movement in static RSA follow-ups
over time, where the liner rotation could be very different from one RSA recording to the next.

Coordinate systems

To define the local coordinate system of the CMC
model, a base plane was fitted through the markers in
the liner and the local coordinate system was redefined
with the femoral head as origin and the y-axis perpendicular to the base plane of the liner. The coordinate
system for the theoretic markers was created in a similar
fashion, but the base plane excluded the three markers
that were deeper in the liner wall. The hybrid model
inherited the theoretic coordinate system. For the outer
metal cup, a similar local coordinate system was defined
with the origin in the centre of rotation of the cup and
the y-axis (acetabular axis) perpendicular to the base
plane of the cup. Lastly, the femoral neck coordinate system was defined with the femoral head as the centre and
the y-axis aligned with the neck. This aligned the origins
of the CMC model, the femoral head and the cup coordinate systems. In the “neutral” orientation, also the main
y-axis of all objects was aligned. Therefore, all movements in the cup-liner-neck complex could be expressed
by the angle between, e.g., the cup y-axis and the liner yaxis (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Example of anatomic dual mobility cup with a combined
marker configuration model. The y-axis is shown for the femoral
neck (blue), the cup (red) and the liner (green). ∠A indicates the
liner/neck angle. The red circles indicate the detected marker
projections in the image, as well as the centre of the femoral head
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RSA and data postprocessing

The CMC model was then fitted to the dynamic RSA recording, frame by frame, using mbRSA (version 4.2, RSAcore, Leiden, The Netherlands). The cup, liner- and
femoral neck orientations were imported from mbRSA to
a custom-made program in Python 3 [16]. To remove the
patient movements during RSA recording, the raw-data
orientation was standardised using the cup orientation
relative to the calibration box from the first frame. This
resulted in a constant cup orientation during the whole
movement. The liner rotation was set to zero for the first
frame of the recording. Orientation was described as inclination, anteversion and rotation in a radiographic coordinate system as described by Murray [17]. The
radiographic inclination was defined as the angle between
the longitudinal axis and the acetabular axis when projected on the coronal plane. Likewise, the radiographic
anteversion was defined as the angle between the acetabular axis and the coronal plane [17] (Fig. 6). Stem angles
were likewise calculated as standardised radiographic inclination and anteversion. Furthermore, the angle between
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the neck and liner normal (y-axis) was calculated (Fig. 5).
This angle served as an indicator of contact between the
neck and the liner. With contact between neck and liner,
the liner should rotate relative to the cup. Movements
were graphically displayed using Stata/IC (version: 16.0,
StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

Results
The phantom RSA frames had four common conventional markers and the patient frames had two common
conventional markers. All frames had additional markers
that could not be used in the standard analysis as they
did not represent the same markers between frames.
The CMC model for the phantom was derived from five
dynamic RSA frames and comprised of eleven markers
(including the femoral head). The CMC model for the
patient was derived from three dynamic RSA frames and
one static RSA frame and comprised of nine markers.
The maximum standard deviation of marker positions
occurred in the out-of-plane z-direction for both the
phantom and the patient (Tables 1 and 2).
Phantom

The phantom-liner was positioned neutral to the cup
opening, and liner motion started when the liner/neck
angle approached 36.6° during the modified FABER motion, which is the angle of contact between the liner and
the neck (Fig. 4, 4 s). Reversely, at the start of the modified FADIR motion, the liner/neck angle fell below 36.6°
and the liner stopped moving until about halfway
through the modified FADIR motion, when the liner/
neck angle again reached 36.6°, and the neck contacted
the liner and initiated movement. Liner movement was
primarily caused by contact with and pushing from the
femoral neck at 36.6 liner/neck angle; however, some
spontaneous motion also occurred at lower liner/neck
angles between 32.9 and 36.6° (Fig. 4). The range of stem
movement during recording was 99° inclination, 41°
anteversion and 160° rotation. The range of liner movement was 12.2° inclination, 35° anteversion and 37° rotation. The range of liner/neck angle was 33°.
Patient

Fig. 6 Radiographic anteversion and inclination of the cup. A Acetabular
axis. A’ Projected acetabular axis. ∠RI indicates the radiographic inclination,
defined as the angle between the longitudinal axis (Y) and the acetabular
axis (norm of cup) projected perpendicular on the coronal plane (A’). ∠RA
indicates the radiographic anteversion, defined as the angle between the
acetabular axis (A) and the coronal plane. X, Y, and Z represent the
coordinate system of the radiostereometric analysis recording

With dynamic assessment, the liner started in a position
of 45° inclination and 12.8° anteversion and started to
move when the stem reached the maximum modified
FABER motion for the first time (Fig. 4b, 4 s). Although
a slight liner movement happened at 0° stem inclination
(Fig. 4b, 7 s), the liner remained stable during the second
modified FABER motion. Liner movement was not
caused by contact with the femoral neck as the liner/
neck angle was higher in the FADIR motion (without
liner movement) compared to the FABER motion
(Fig. 4b). The ranges of hip stem movement during
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Table 1 Markers represented in the combined marker configuration model of the phantom and the patient as specified by marker
ID
Phantom

Patient

Marker ID

x-axis (SD)

y-axis (SD)

z-axis (SD)

Number of markers*

1

0.04

0.06

0.09

5

2

0.05

0.08

0.19

5

3

0.07

0.11

0.06

5

4

x-axis (SD)

y-axis (SD)

z-axis (SD)

Number of markers*

0.25

0.19

0.11

4

5

–

–

–

1

0.13

0.14

0.28

3

6

0.12

0.11

0.01

2

0.10

0.18

0.26

3

7

0.09

0.07

0.10

3

0.03

0.35

0.16

2

8

0.12

0.02

0.29

2

0.14

0.15

0.28

2

9

–

–

–

1

0.08

0.04

0.21

2

11

0.03

0.09

0.36

2

0.07

0.56

0.09

2

12

–

–

–

1

–

–

–

1

Femoral head

0.14

0.13

0.14

5

0.28

0.21

0.21

4

10

*Number of markers available to calculate the marker position in the combined marker configuration model. Marker ID ID number of the marker in the model, SD
Standard deviation of marker position per (calibration box) axis of the radiostereometric analysis frame to which the markers were aligned

dynamic RSA recording were 117° inclination, 25° anteversion and 113° rotation. The ranges of liner movements were 12° inclination, 5° anteversion and -15°
rotation (Fig. 4b). The range of liner/neck angle was 24°.
Static RSA evaluations at postop and at 1- and 2-year
follow-up were completed with the hybrid model (all
markers), which enabled registration of the liner orientation despite substantial and unpredictable liner rotation
between follow-ups. Liner inclination was relatively
stable from baseline to 1- and 2-year follow-up. Anteversion decreased from 12 to 9° and 0° and rotation was
measured to -109°, -133° and -141° (Table 3).

Discussion
This study is the first to quantify in vivo PE liner motion
of a dual mobility PE in total hip arthroplasty. The study
demonstrates the feasibility of a CMC model, which

combines registration of the femoral head with markers
inserted in the PE liner, and a hybrid marker model,
which combines the CMC model with the theoretical
marker position in the PE.

Utilising the femoral head as a marker

In this study, the femoral head was utilised as a marker
in the CMC model. This proved to be a great advantage
since the femoral head is very likely to be detectable in
RSA recordings. The theoretic disadvantage is that the
femoral head and the liner are not the same rigid body.
In the ADM cup, the femoral head and the liner are
joined with a press fit, and very unlikely to sub-lux. Still,
microtranslations are possible, and over time also PE
wear may compromise the use of the femoral head in a
CMC model. Nevertheless, using the femoral head in the

Table 2 Representation of markers in individual recordings
Phantom
Recording
Conventional markers

Combined marker configuration model

Patient

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

All recordings

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

2

2

Additional markers

2

3

4

3

1

4

2

5

4

Number of markers in the model

11

11

11

11

11

9

9

9

9

Left

10

8

10

11

7

6

7

7

6

Right

9

8

9

3

9

6

6

7

7

The phantom frames have four common conventional markers and the patient frames have two common conventional markers. All frames have additional
markers that cannot be used in the standard analysis as they do not represent the same markers between frames. With the combined marker configuration
model, eleven markers were utilised in the phantom and nine in the patient; all projections of these markers were available for analysis. Conventional markers
Markers clearly visible in both images of the frame, Additional markers Markers that are visible in both images of the frame but cannot be included in a standard
analysis as they do not represent the same marker between frames, Combined marker configuration model Markers and marker projections used for fitting the
combined marker configuration model
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Table 3 Static liner orientation of the patient at postoperative
baseline, 1- and 2-year follow-up
Baseline

1-year

2-year follow-up

Inclination

48°

54°

48°

Anteversion

12°

9°

0°

Rotation

-109°

-133°

-141°

Liner orientation measured in the coordinate system of the calibration box at
baseline and adjusted for the cup orientation in subsequent follow-ups

model enabled analysis of RSA frames that would have
been impossible to analyse with standard methods.

The strengths and weaknesses of the CMC model

The CMC model builds on mean marker positions from
multiple RSA frames, which in theory reduces the random error in the position of the markers. However, the
use of mean marker positions in the model makes it inherently sensitive to the inclusion of markers with few
data points and a large variation where one outlier can
have a great impact on the mean value. The standard deviation of the mean marker position is a summary measure of this variation.
The use of a CMC model enables fitting of the model
with a minimum of markers in the RSA recording. This is
a great advantage when image quality is compromised and
marker visibility, marker detection and marker model creation by standard algorithms is not possible [8]. In fact, a
marker configuration model requires as little as four
marker projections of the model (3 projections in one
image and 1 projection in the other image) in the RSA recording to enable a clinical meaningful calculation [8].
Furthermore, the robustness makes the marker configuration model useful for the assessment of PE wear or liner
motion in knee as well as hip arthroplasty [18, 19]. The
use of a CMC model solves the occluded marker problem
in dynamic RSA recordings where different markers are
visible in a series of RSA frames.
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Quality parameters in marker configuration models

Condition number and mean error of rigid body fitting
are quality parameters that should be used to verify
standard RSA results. The condition number is a mathematical expression of how close the markers in the
model are located on a line [21]. The upper acceptance
limit for condition number is 150 for hip and knee RSA
[22]. When using marker configuration models, the condition number indicates the marker distribution in the
marker configuration model but does not describe the
marker distribution in the individual frame.
The mean error of rigid body fitting indicates variation
in relative position of markers between RSA frames. In a
standard marker-based RSA analysis with the mbRSA
software, markers that cause a variation in average relative position larger than 0.35 mm are discarded [22, 23].
This is not the case with marker configuration models:
analysis of RSA recordings in mbRSA software will obtain the best possible fit of a markers model disregarding
eventual changes in marker positions (e.g., migrating/
loose makers). Therefore, careful manual/visual quality
assurance should be performed when using marker configuration models.
Alternatives to CMC and hybrid models

Alternative approaches for liner tracking have been described. Zaribaf et al. [24] investigated the possibility of
adding a radiopaque medium to PE, to make it visible
on a standard radiograph. Although this method showed
promising results as the material became radiopaque
and maintained good strength, acetabular liners are symmetric and rotations are therefore difficult to visualise
and quantify with RSA. Also, the technique was not
tested in a clinical setting. For knee implants, the PE
liner motion has been tracked indirectly assuming that it
fills the space between the femoral and tibial components when these are of a congruent design [25].
Feasibility and biomechanical outcome

The strengths and weaknesses of the hybrid model

Adding theoretic marker positions to the CMC model
introduces a new source of error as well as valuable
information. Lam-Tin Cheung et al. [20] showed good
results with theoretic markers when using a drill
guide for marker placement. The disadvantage is that
the validity of theoretic markers relies heavily on
knowledge of the initial marker position and subsequent marker migration. The great advantage of theoretic markers is that information from just a single
marker projection in any of the images of the RSA
recordings can add to the analysis. The model should
be used when the completeness of the model outweighs the risk of misplaced markers.

In this study, the analysis using the CMC model was sufficient to analyse dynamic RSA recordings with only little and predictable liner motion between recorded image
frames. Combining data on neck, stem and liner motion
revealed the interaction of these components to initiate
liner motion. The motion pattern of all components
could be graphically outlined and document liner motion in vivo. In the phantom, the measured liner motion
followed an expected pattern of movement when the
neck contacted the liner at the 36.5° liner/neck angle
[26]. In the patient, the liner/neck angle was considerably lower during liner movement, which shows that
movement in the liner can also occur without liner/neck
contact. Also, the total liner motion in the patient was
less than in the phantom. Expectedly, the explanation
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for liner movement without neck contact is soft tissue
contact. Thereby, soft tissue contact with the PE liner
in vivo can also be a restraint for the liner to position
safely. Likely, this makes the liner motion patterns and
polyethylene wear areas very heterogeneous between patients. This is the first time that liner motion of a dual
mobility PE liner has been quantified in vivo and more
clinical data is necessary to further investigate liner motions in vivo.
For analysis of liner motion in static images in vivo,
the liner position was unpredictable between follow-ups.
In this case, the hybrid model ensured identification of
the four unique marker groups in the liner and enabled
analysis of liner position. Static analysis over time revealed large rotations and smaller changes in inclination
and anteversion. Because of the large rotation of the
liner, analyses were only possible due to the completeness of the hybrid model.
In conclusion, PE liner motion in dual mobility hip
prosthesis can be assessed in dynamic RSA recordings
with CMC models that are reconstructed from marker
positions in multiple RSA recordings. The liner position
between yearly follow-ups is unpredictable and analysis
requires the inclusion of all markers in the PE liner
model, which can be accomplished with a hybrid marker
model that combines both the registered positions of
visible markers and the theoretical position of occluded
markers. The method was developed specifically to enable an analysis of a mobile PE liner in a dual mobility
cup, but the concept can be applied in any static or dynamic RSA analysis complicated with altering marker
visibility on successive frames.
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